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I have had the opportunity to experience many fucets of life
and have taken from them knowledge that has both enlightened and
empowered me in my journey towards achieving success.
The road to success has not always been smooth. There were
many bumps and hardships along the way, but thanks to the love and
support of my family and the many other wonderful individuals who
gave me time, support, and encouragement, I am and will always be,




Community Based Mental Health Services:




Mental illness is a disease of the brain that affects how a
person feels, thinks and acts. lt is caused by a variety of genetic
disorders, environmental and personal stressors.
Prior to the establishment of community based mental health
treatment, persons with mental illness were usually
institutionalized in state mental health institutions. The treatment
purpose was to lock people up away from public view and to keep
them behind locked doors with very little effort towards treatment
rehabilitatlon.
The purpose of this research study is to find out what kind of
community resource services best help clients to live more
independently. Response will be from clients in mental health day
treatment programs and mental health case managers'
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Mentat illness is a disease of the brain that affects how a
person feels, thinks, and acts. Before the new trend in mental health
community based treatment was established, people diagnosed as
having mental illness were placed in state mental institutions. The
sole intent of this method of treatment was to hide people with the
illness away from the public view.
The patient institutionalization mental health model of
treatment was the socially accepted norm. This treatment model
had two main purposes. First, it was to keep presumed dangerous
persons under control through medication. The other main purpose of
the institutionalization model was to keep patients locked up in
security so as not to be of harm to the general public.
The medications used then would seduce the patients to a
state of total submission whereby they became like human robots
turned on and off by the medication.
Until just about three decades ?go, little attention was paid to
1
the well-being of the person suffering from mental illness. Mental
health professionals working with this population offered little
information to the public about the disease, the kinds of affects it
had on the person, or the impact it had on not just the individual, but
the family and society. lndeed, the views of many mental health
professionals back then were some of the same views held by the
uneducated general public. Trattner, (1989)
Mental illness was viewed by the general public, 35 well as by
many health professionals, as providential. The visitation of a just
God upon a frail and erring person, a direct Consequence of
undesirable personal or social behavior. A common belief was that
the mentally ill person was associated with something evil and was
believed to be possessed by evil demons. Earlier in the nineteenth
century, there were two widely held views of disease. The view
held by most people, including many physicians and public health
enthusiasts, was that disease, like poverty and disaster, was God's
doing and his punishment put upon the wicked. (p. I 30, 1 34)
The new trend in mental health treatment is the
deinstitutionalization: a program of returning patients back into the
community and providing their treatment within a community based
2
settin g.
F With the new mental health model, the focus is on resources
which will help clients develop skills and improve their functional
levels whereby they can live more independently and be less
dependent of sociat services. This model, for example, encourages :
the participation of fumily members and other community networks
working together to develop support systems for clients.
Community based mental health treatment programs, unlike
I
the previous mental health treatment plan of institutionalization, is
based on respecting the patient's rights, respecting the person's
right to have a say in the kinds of treatment to the patients about
medication and the affects of certain medication on their mental and
physical systems.
* The overall goal of the community based treatment programs
in treating people with mental illness is to provide persons with a
supportive environment which would help stimulate their interest,
develop a network of supportive services in order to help them
increase their functional skills. For example, most of the patients
released or discharged from rnental institutions are in need of some
kind of assistance in order for them to live outside of institutions.
3
Many in this population no longer have the support of family
members or relatives.
Although in recent years mental institutions have established
and developed programs that focus on developing the social,
behavioral, and vocational skills of its patients, the hospital
institutional environment is still heavily geared towards security
and the psychiatrist treatment model, whereas the community based
treatment model looks at the person as a whole; both physical as
well as total well-being.
Tvp-eq .pf Menta! .LllneSs: Accordino to Jqhnson E!lAl'd.
Julie Lerner PuFlicatigns (p* 43. 46. I9,89):
Schizophrenia, depression, and manic depression are
the major and rnost common mental illnesses. Other
mental illnesses include autism, personality disorders,
and agoraphobia. Agoraphobia is on of the most common
phobias. A phobia is an intense fear of something.
- Autism is a disease primarily identified in children,
Children with autism appear unresponsive and
uninterested in people. They often have slurred speech or
do not speak well. Autism is a brain disease that occurs
in a child before he or she is one month old.
Schizophrenia is a brain disease. Symptoms include
impaired, mixed-up thinking, severe changes in emotion
or no show of emotion, hearing voices that aren't there
and sever changes in behavior. The disease interferes
with one's ability to interpret his or her surroundings
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accurately. people with schizophrenia and other mental
illnesses are not mentally retarded.
- Depression is a disease that causes Someone to
experienge intense and persistent feelings of sadness.
Manic depression is a disease that causes someone to
swini between times of feeling extreme sadness to
feeling alright to times of intense energy and
enthusiasm.
- The specific types of mental illness are different, but
they interfere with how someone feels, thinks and acts.
It disturbs not only the lives of the persons with the
disease, but the lives of those who care about them'
Mental illness also interferes with people being able to
function and perform daily tasks. For example, so called "normal"
functional people would not have too much difficulty carrying out
every day tasks, such as grocery shopFing, doing laundry, attending a
family gathering or catching a bus. For people with mental illness,
J-
adaltive functioning in the areas of social relations, occupational
functioning and use of leisure time are the three areas where clients
ability to live independently are greatly impaired.
The DSM-lll-R Classification Manual, often referred to by many
mental health professionals as the "Diagnostic Bible," is a reference
guide that lists the different classifications of mental disorders. lt
5
is a reference aid to clinicians in understanding the definitions and
the descriptions of particular technical telrns used in treating
mental disorders'
For example, the mental health clinician can use the DSM-lll to
determine the presence or absence of specific clinical features and
then to use the criteria as a guideline for making a diagnosis,
Another important feature of DSM-lll is the inclusion of decision
trees to understanding the organization and hierarchical structure of
the classification.
A multiaxial evaluation requires that every case be assessed
on each of several "axes,' each of which refers to a different class
of information. ln order for the system to have maximal clinical
usefulness, there must be a limited number of axes; there are five in
the DSM-Ill multiaxial classification. Each individual is evaluated
on each of these axes:
Axis l: Clinical syndromes, conditions not
attributable to a mental disorder that are a
focus of attention or treatment and additional
codes.
Axis ll: Personality disorders and specific
developmental disorders.
Axis lll: Physical disorders and conditions.
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Axis lV: Severity of psychosocial stressors.
Axis V; Highest level of adaptive function past year'
Use of the DSM-lll Multiaxial Classification insures that attention is
given to certain types of disorders, aspects of the environment, and
areas of functioning that might be overlooked if the focus were on
assessing a single presenting problem'
The following case study is an example of a patient receiving
community based treatment:
Mr. Angry Homeless Resistance is a 23 year old
African American male who has been diagnosed as having
mental illness with the symptoms of developmental
disorder, manic depression, schizophrenia, and chronic
alcoholism.
Mr. Resistance was recently released from St' Peter
Regional Treatment Center after spending the last two
years there from a Court Commitment referral. He has no
contact or support from his fumily except a casual
relationship with a sister and her family. Mr.
Resistance's other fumily members do not want to have
any contact with him.
Since his release frorn the treatment facility four
months flgo, he has been terminated from two resident
board and care facilities due to his violent threatening,
acting out, and verbal abuse to certain staff at both
board and care residences. Mr. Resistance did follow
through with certain required tasks and participated
regularly in some group activities with no disrupted
behavior. There was Some strong evidence that Mr.
Resistance had, on different occasions, used alcohol
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while a resident at one of the board and care facilities.
His rnental health case manager will proceed in
providing appropriate Case management services that
will help Mr. Resistance towards independent living.
There have been enormous gains in the mental health field as it
relates to the public's knowledge about the disease, the acceptance
of people with mental illness, and laws passed to protect this
population from unfair treatment and discrimination. There still are
a lot of the old unfounded myths existing in society about mental
illness. To counter the continuous myths and negative attitudes
surrounding mental iltness, mental health agencies have established
resources to help better inform people-
'r'The patients' mental stability is important in the their
treatment,, but too are their physical and emotional, as well as their
usefulness and productivity to themselves and to the society-
The community based treatment focus in development through
education and skills that lead to independence. For example,
patients do not just see their doctors and take their medication, but
also are expected to attend day programs that allow them to develop
social skills, interacting skills, parenting skills, problem solving,
money management, and apartment living skills.
I
My thesis research paper will address, from the perspective of
the client and case manager, the kinds of resources and services
needed in helping a client like Mr. Resistance. lt will also identify
and present a background description of the treatment models used




Community based mental health programs were designed to
serve as an alternative to traditional hospital treatment. When a
person is discharged frorn a hospital environment and integrated
back into the community, ''the mental health social services agencies
try to first establish resources which that person can use in his or
her efforts to become self-sufficient and be able to live
independently. Resources can consist of a number of supportive
seruices that mental health social services provide. These
resources may help the client make the transition from being totally
dependent while institutionalized to working towards independent
livin g.
One main difference between these treatment models is that
the community programs take into account the persons prior or
current skills, talents, and mental stability and helps them develop
and improve particular skills. On the other hand, ,n*nfrt
institutions' main purpose, especially in the past, is security and
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psychiatric treatment with little or no emphasis on rehabilitation.
Greco, stein (1980) found the following:
A program was developed at the Mendota Mental
Health lnstiiute in Madison, wisconsin, an alternative to
mental hospital treatment. lt was entitled rraining in
CommunitY Living (TCL).
The TCL program was operational twenty four hours
per day, seven days per week. The staff of a mental
horpltll ward (psychiatrist, psychologist, social worker,
activity therapist, five nurses, nine aids and a ward
clerk) was transplanted from the hospital to an old house
in downtown Madison. programming was individually
tailored for each patient and consisted of teaching
patients daily living skills and working with them and
community members and agencies to help the patient
develop and maintain a support system. Being include{ in
some kind of work activity was an important aspect of
the program and much was done with sheltered
workshoPs, employers, and voluntary job placement'
The ,*ruits of the clinical study indicated that the
TCL program was an effective alternative to mental
hospital lreatment for a large majority of the chronic
psychiatric patients now being admitted to our public
mental hospitals (P. 85, 85).
The environrnent itself plays a sufficient role in the success of
mental health community programs. For any individual or group'
whether they are persons with mental illness, chemical dependency,
sexual or domestic abuse, the type of environment greatly affects
either success of failure.
Each type of mental illness affects each individual differently'
r1
ri'
Some patients, because of the type of illness and their functional
level, would do better in certain kinds of environments than some
other patients placed in the same residential setting'
Cournos, (1987) found that:
Residential placements are one of the leading areas
of program expansion in the care of the chronically
mentally ill. The largest number of studies focusing on
the impact of residential environment on outcorne in
chronic mental illness are those that examine the effect
of the family environment on the course of schizophrenia.
Because to varying degrees residential care simulates
and substitutes for the biological fumily, the same types
of relationships may operate in residential settings.
Much of the literature has focused on the expressed
emotion--primarily the criticism and overinvolvement--
of fHmily members. Early studies and their later
replications and extensions have demonstrated better
general outcome and lower relapse rates for
schizophrenic patients who live in households with low
expressed emotion. lt is not clear, h0wever, whether the
level of expressed emotion reflects the character of the
patient who elects this response or the character of the
iamily who offers it. There is substantial evidence that
interventions that reduCe expressed emotion in the
household are associated with better outcome. On the
other hand, environments that offer little protection
from demands that exceed the patient's capabilities
often lead to symptom exacerbation and relapse. ln
effect, the patient is in a precarious position between
two dangers: the danger of relapse from being forced
with too many demands and the danger of regression
from being faced with too few. (P. 848, 849)
1?
The availability of resources being available to the increasing
numbers of mentally ill in the community is of valuable importance
in the success of the patient's well-being. Of all the kinds of
resources needed to help this population, housing is one of the most
essential and yet so often the most difficult to obtain. There are
many factors which add to this difficulty.
Lamb, H.R. (1982) found that:
With the improvement in services to the mentally
ill, there still is a certain stigma in the society attached
to mental illness and the person who has the disease'
Some in this population fare better than others and may
have less problems with finding affordable housing'
Other fuctors which contribute to hardship for many of
the rnentally ill population are tow welfare rates, by lack
of employment opportunities, and by high unemployment
among the mentallY ill. (P- 13)
As in the general population, the prospect for obtaining decent
housing is rnade even more difficult because of added variables such
as race, poverty and discrimination due to a person's disability.
Davis, (1987) found the following:
The plight of the chronically mentally ill patients
being discharged from hospitals into the community face
a lonely, precarious existence with, in many Cases, a
sparsity of treatment and support services to help them
manager community living. Of particular concern is a
numbLr of mentally ill maintain no fixed address, but
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rather, lead a transient lifestyle on the streets of the
inner city, drifting from one crisis situation to another.
U.S. surveys estimate that about one-third of the
nation's homeless are mentally ill'
For the chronically mentally ill to function at an
optimum level, the provision of community services
must be comprehensive. This would include treatment,
housing, vocational training, income assistance, ?M
socialiiation and recreation services. ln the area of
treatment, the seriously ill--the undesirables--must be
targeted as a priority group. Outreach is a key word,
sinie these are not the sort of individuals who are
reliable in keeping office appointments.
ln the a/ea of accommodation, there is a need for
specialized housing that is of sufficient quantity,
quality, and diversity. Quality relates to the need to
have competent, caring staff and the physical plant much
be upgraded.
,r Vocational training is important, although career
goals must be realistic. Often lacking are basic life
skills. It is suggested that helping the client budget,
shop, cook, clean and develop work habits will add
stability to his living situation. Sirnply being "in the *
community,' will noL in and of itself mean greater sofral
contacts. Teaching clients to interact appropriately in a
social context will add stability to their often
transitory relationships. (p 10, 1 Z)
Usually whenever there is talk about economic woes and
people suffering from not having enough resources, such as money,
housing, food and clothing, the bare necessities for survival, the
mentally ill population is usuatly not included in the discussions'
During times of hardship, stress and life-threatening
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uncertainties, family kinship and family network systems have been
L
an important lifeline in helping keep families together- Social
support and networks are very important in families who have a
member suffering from the disease of mental illness. A relative
who sustains a positive relationship with the person who is
mentalty ill becomes on factor in preventing mental relapse and in
the provision of mentally stability.
Taylor, Johnson and Huxley (1984) found the following:
The le$els of social support available to the
nearest relatives of outpatient schizophrenics are
measured in terms of both the structure of their social
networks and the quality of their network relationships.
It is hypothesized that the level of social support
available to the ctosest associate of the schizophrenic
patient is linked to the level of functioning in the
patient. Good social performance in the patient is found
with the structural aspect of the nearest relative's
social network whereas good clinical performance in the
patient is related to the interactional aspect of the
relative's network.
Research also found that of families to which
schizophrenic patients were discharged the different
levels of expressed emotion (EE) which relatives
revealed when talking about the patient. lt was shown
that relatives conveying high levels of expressed
emotions (as measured by emotional overinvolvement,
hostility and critical comments when talking about the
patient) were much more likely to have a patient
relapsing in the months following his discharge than
relatives whose level of expressed emotion was low'
(p. 129)
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Of the many different kinds of support that can benefit persons
with mental illness the family network support system can be the
one life-line between relapse hospitalization treatment and mental
stability and self independence. Although mental health workers,
resources and other kinds of services offer many benefits to this
group the family connections because it is family connected offers
what others cannot, that is the fumiliarity of some experience.
Starr, (1986) found the following:
ln recent years, families throughout the United
States and other countries have begun to look to one
another for support in order to overcome their some of
isolation and pool their experience and resources. They
are fighting the stigma of mental illness by publicly
revealing that they are relatives of a mentally ill person'
Professionals should be aware that family
organizations are an important resource in the overall
treatment of the chronicalty mentally ill and in helping
families cope with illness.
"lllness is indeed a fumily affair." No one in the
family can remain unaffected by the mental illness of one
of its members.
!n this area of deinstitutionalization, relatives
have become the real "primary care" agents for a large
proportion of the severely and chronically mentally ill.
bn 
-the 
other hand, relatives must learn to live with and
deal with unpredictable behavior, never knowing how the
patient will react to a particular situation, even to the
point of occasional violence. Relatives may need the
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professionals' help to Come to terms with the patient's
social withdra*ri, underactivity, excessive sleeping, oI
socialty embarrassing behavior' (p' 81 ,BA)
r€upportive services, such as family networks and affordable
housing services to the mentally ill population' are two most
important community resources that help individuals towards
independence,
A third and sufficient other community supportive resource
that is valuable to mental stability is the'community based day
treatment programs. with the deinstitutionalization plan of
integrating patients back into the community, community based day
treatment programs have become the main treatment model. " Day
treatment programs offer a variety of social services to individuals
and their families. Some of the services available to clients are
activities such as socialization skills building, group and individual
therapy, family therapy, recreational activities, crafts and
occupational therapy. In many cases, it is a required condition of
release from mental institutions that the person attend sorne kind of
community program, usually a day treatment program'
Wherley, M.S.W., Bisgaard, M.P.H., (l987) found the following:
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since its beginning, deinstitutionalization has been
one of this country's most controversial social policies
and after two decades the debate is far from resolved.
'.AsSessing deinstitutionalization as a social policy
requires examining a system of programs rather than
single, ,,model" services. The authors report an
evaluation of nineteen residential treatment programs in
Hennepin county, Minnesota, that provide three different
levels of care (int*n=ive, transitional, and supportive)
for mentally ill clients. Data on client characteristics,
program outcomes, and hospitalization costs were
collected in two study periods between 1980 and 1985.
The results showed that the programs served three
distinct client sub-populations that differed in
recidivism, vocational status, discharge setting, and
costs according to the type of program. clients in all
programs made substantial gains in community
integration and as a group the programs were cost-
effective. (p. 852)
\,, After patients have been discharged from hospitals and mental
institutions back into the community, their need for resources
becomes a critical necessity, The mental health agencies along with
other social services agencies try to work together to coordinate
appropriate services to meet the client's needs. There often are
many service providers involved in providing services to the client.
,. For example, a ctient may have to have a psychiatrist, a therapist, a
financial worker, a resident counselor at the facility where he/she
lives and, in many cases, a court appointed attorney' All, hopefully,
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working towards providing services that will help the clients
become functional and competent whereby they can live on their own
independently. Of all the professionals involved in the lives of these
clients, the mental health case manager serves as the linkage which
connects that chain of needed services to the client.
Rubin and Johnson (1 983) state that:
Case management is recommended with increasing
frequency as an approach to caring for the multiple
needs of disabled persons, particularly in the context of
deinstitutionalization. The principle underlying this
approach is that one worker--the case manager--will
Iink the client to the complex service delivery system
and be responsible for ensuring that the client receives
appropriate services in a timely fashion. Despite its
growing popularity, case management is still in the
iarly stages of development as a practice model. At one
end of the continuum are agencies that employ case
managers solely to monitor written records tracing the
client's movement through the service delivery system,
but without ever seeing a client. At the opposite end are
agencies that posit the view that the case manager
should not be simply a broker of services, but.-'should
also be the patient's primary therapist, and the person
who works with the familY.
Perhaps nowhere is this uncertainty about how the
case manager fits in between these extremes greater
than in mental health settings. Chronically mentally
disabled persons suffering severe and persistent mental
or emotional disorders that interfere with their
functional capacities in relation to such aspects of daily
life...aS self-care, interpersonal relationships, and work
or schooling, and that often necessitate prolonged
19
hospital care. (P.49)
Cultural awareness is important in case management:
l4ental health professionals generally agree that
the cultural background of both the client and the
counselor influences the way counseling is conducted and
the way it is received. There are' hqwever, few training
opportunities for counselors who work with culturally
different clients. lnstead, mental health services tend
to be delivered as though clients and counselors shared
the Same value assumptions, in spite of abundant
evidence to the contrary. Additionally, there continue to
be few mental health training programs available where
mental health professionals Can receive bredentials in
cross-cultural counseling or therapy. No validated tests,
scales, ot measures of intercultural counseling exist to
gauge effectiveness. There are no review boards that
can be used to appraise the readiness of a counselor for
work in multicultural settings. Moreover,
disproportionately few minority members are trained as
mental health workers, even though minorities
contribute a large share of clientele. Prominent
professional journats in the mental health field still
contain relatively few articles on cross-cultural
counseling and therapy, although there seems to be e
slight increase over the past decade. Professional
mental health associations, likewise, continue to give
scant attention to these issues at their annual meetings,
despite the fuct that some positive change can be
discerned during the past few years. And until recently
there was a dearth of textbooks attempting to present a
comprehensive overuiew of cross-cultural counseling"
(Pederson, etal. I 989).
Casa and Vasquez state "when a counselor applies a definition
70

of normal behavior based in one culture to a culturally diverse
population, and disregards such variables. . .errors result" (Pederson,
etal. 1 989). They add that "cultural differences. . .pertain to
evaluating acceptable pattems of client behavior during counseling
sessions" (Pederson, etal. 'l989).
Racism, also, is a variable which must be considered in
working with diverse populations. "One problem area for meny
patients lies in the unconscious needs of many. . .to be in helping,
knowledgeable, or controlling roles, Unwittingly they wish to be
initiators and have patients accommodate to them or their style or
approach" (Pinderhughes, 1 973').
This finding is supponed by Jones and Seagull who state
"white counselors often have ambivalent rnotives in treating ethnic
minority clients.,.they exhibit a high need for power and dominance"
(1 e77).
ln summary, the literature reviews that the goal in the
community based mental health treatment model is twofold. First,
is the deinstitutionalization whereby patients are released or
discharged back into the community where the focus purpose is
developing functional skills to help them live independently. The
?1
second component in the community based treatment model is
providing clients with resources that will help them maintain their
mental stability, provide vocational, recreational and rehabilitation
services. Family supportive network services, therapy and day
treatment programs are also a part of this new mental health
treatment model.
Compared to the old institutionalized methods of treating
persons with mental illness, the new method takes into account not
just the person's mental illness, but other factors, such as the
person's environment, furnily relationships and family systems' and
the individuals strengths. To meet the established goals of
developing and strengthening the functional level of this population,
mental health case managers and other social health providers have
to first be aware of the needs of their clients and secondly, be able






Half of the random sample consisted of ten outpatient clients
at the Ramsey County Day Treatment center. These clients were
mentally or emotionally disabled. The other half of the sample
consisted of ten professional case managers who are employed by
Ramsey county tO work with the mentally and emotionally disabled.
lnstrument:
The client survey instrument is designed to obtain
information regarding the clients' perspectives about living
arrangements, contact with family and friends, social services
most needed, social services received, and the degree of
satisfaction with these services-
The case manager survey instrument was designed to gain
23
information about their professional perspectives regarding the
types of services which most meet the clients' needs, the kinds of
services currently provided, and their evaluation of their clients'
satisfaction with services as provided'
Each client participant was given a letter explaining the
project and e consent form. The questionnaire consisted of seven
multiple choice questions from which they could select the best
suitable answers for their situation.
The professionals also received a letter explaining the
project. Their questionnaire consisted of four multiple choices
from which they selected in a similar manner.
Procedure:
A staff rnember randomly handed out the letter and consent
from and a questionnaire to clients as they arrived for Day
Treatment activities at the Ramsey County Mental Health Clinic-
All surveying was completed on the same day-
Case managers' questionnaires were mailed to the supBrvisor
of the ca5e managers' unit at Ramsey County Mental Health
?4

Services. The supervisor randomly distributed these to case
managers, then collected and returned the questionnaires to the
resea rch er.
All participants were informed that participation was
voluntary and would not affect their status at Ramsey county Day
Treatment. No identifying information was collected.
Coding and Analysis of Data:
The data was coded by using the questions as categories and
the rnultiple choices on the questionnaires as subcategories'
Similar responses were compiled under these subcategories. These





Out of ten guestionnaires which were given to clients, 40a/o of
the responses (n=+) were received; 30% of the clients (n=3)
declined to participate; 10% (n=1) were put out of the Day
Treatment Program; ?O% (n=2) did not return the questionnaire.
of the 400/o returning the questionnaire, 50% (n=2) were
single; 50% (n=2) were divorced. All of the respondents had
contact with parents; Z5o/o of the respondents (n= 1 ) reported
parents were deceased. 75o/o (n=3) had contact with friends; 75o/o
(n= 1 ) had contact with a spouse or partner-
Current living arrangements varied with 5090 of the clients
(n=2) living alonq one in an apartment and one in transitional
housing. One respondent resides with a partner and lives in a board
and care facility.
All respondents (n=4) indicated that they most needed help
?6
with moral support. With 50% (n=2) reporting also needing help
maintaining sobrietY'
Of the help received from furnily and friends, 75o/o (n=3)
indicated they receive moral support; 50% (n=2) receive help
maintaining sobriety; ?5o/o (n= 1 ) receives little or no help. One
respondent reported that family and friends are "a pain in the ass.'
AII respondents reported receiving day treatment and therapy
services from mental health agencies. 75o/o (n=3) receive support
i-'
group services; 50% (n=2) receive case management services.
,','i,
Other services reported were varied between community resources,
job, help obtaining financial assistance, help with filling out
forms, and AA services.
Two respondents stated that they were somewhat satisfied
with the services they received from mental health services; one
wes very satisfied; one reported being satisfied with these
services.
Case Managers' Responsesl
Responses were received from 80% (n=8) of the ten
?7
professional case managers who received the questionnaire - 77o/a
of the respondents (n=6) identified housing, job training, and
transportation as the supportive services most needed to help
clients who suffer from mental illness live independently'
Education and employment were indicated by 63% of respondents
(n=S) each. STVr of the respondents (n=3) indicated a need for help
was needed in meeting medication and medical needs. Other needs
indicated under the "other" heading were socialization and
, relationship bonding, personal care attendant during the day,
recreation, sOcial networking, and regular contact.
Of the services provided most to their clients, all
respondents (n=8) identified community resources and case
management. Helping with obtaining financial assistance was
indicated by 77vo of the respondents (n=6) and 630/o (n=5) indicated
they provided help with obtaining financial assistarlce. Other
responses included support groups, budgeting and social skills
building.
When asked what help they expected clients to receive from
family and friends, 77Vo (n=6) of case managers stated moral
support., while 37o/o (n=3) indicated financial or budgeting was
28
expected from familY and friends'
The majority of the case managers, 77% (n=6), felt that
clients would indicate satisfaction with the services they
received. ?0o/o of the respondents (n=2) indicated that the
responses to this question might vary dependent on the client's life
satisfaction, voluntary or non-voluntary status as a client, and/or
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declined to participate; 1Oo/o (n=1) were put out of the Day
Treatment Program; ?o% (n=2) did not return the questionnaire.
Of the 4oo/o returning the questionnaire, 50% (n=2) were
single; 50% (n=2) were divorced. All of the respondents had
contact with parents; ?5o/o of the respondents (n=1) reported
parents were deceased. 7Sa/o (n=3) had contact with friendsi ?5o/o
(n= 1 ) had contact with a spouse or partner.
Current living arrangements varied with 50% of the clients
(n=Z) Iiving alone; one in an apartment and one in transitional
housing. One respondent resides with a partner and lives in a board
and care facility.
All respondents (n=4) indicated that they most needed help
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with moral support. With 50% (n=Z) reporting also needing help
maintaining sobriety.
Of the help received from family and friends, 75o/o (n=3)
indicated they receive moral support; 50% (n=2) receive help
maintaining sobriety; 25o/o (n=1) receives little or no help, One
respondent reported that family and friends are "a pain in the ass."
All respondents reported receiving day treatment and therapy
services from mental health agencies. 75o/o (n=3) receive support
group services; 50% (n=2) receive case rnanagement services.
Other services reported were varied between community resources,
job, help obtaining financial assistance, help with filling out
forms, and ,AA services.
Two respondents stated that they were somewhat satisfied
with the services they received from mental health services; one
was very satisfied; one reported being satisfied with these
services.
Case Managers' Responses:
Responses were received from 80% (n=8) of the ten
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professional case managers who received the questionnaire. 77o/o
of the respondents (n=6) identified housing, job training, and
transportation as the supportive services most needed to help
clients who suffer from mental illness live independently.
Education and employment were indicated by 63% of respondents
(n=5) each. 37o/o of the respondents (n=3) indicated a need for help
was needed in meeting medication and medical needs, Other needs
indicated under the "other" heading were socialization and
relationship bonding, personal care attendant during the day,
recreation, social networking, and regular contact.
Of the services provided most to their clients, all
respondents (n=8) identified community resources and case
management. Helping with obtaining financial assistance was
indicated by 77Vo of the respondents (n=6) and 63% (n=5) indicated
they provided help with obtaining financial assistance. Other
responses included support groups, budgeting and social skills
building.
When asked what help they expected clients to receive from
family and friends , 77o/o (n=6) of case managers stated moral
support., while 37o/o (n=3) indicated financial or budgeting was
?7

expected from fumilY and friends.
The majority of the case managers, 77o/o (n=6), felt that
clients would indicate satisfaction with the services they
received. ?Oo/o of the respondents (n=2) indicated that the
responses to this questaon might vary dependent on the client's life
satisfaction, voluntary or non-voluntary status as a client, and/or





The research findings from respondents indicate that the
clients had some form of contact with family members, such as
their parents, siblings and close friends. This is an encouraging
sign in that persons with mental illness who receive some kind of
relative's support are more likely to perform better in treatment
programs than those who do not have this family network system.
Taylor, Johnson, and Huxley ( 1 984) found that of the many kinds of
support that can benefit persons with mental illness, the family
network support system can be the one life-line between relapse,
hospitalization treatment, and mental stability and self
independence. The research findings also indicate that clients felt
that moral support was a major helping component in their efforts
to gain self independence.
Day treatment, therapy, support groups and case management
services were ranked at the top of the type of mental health
services received from mental health agencies. Wherley, Bisgaard
7.9
(1gBZ) reported on an evaluation of nineteen residential treatment
programs in Hennepin County, Minnesota that provide three
different levels of care (intensive, transitional, and supportive)
for mentally ill clients. The results showed clients in all
programs made substantial gains in community integration and as a
group, the programs were cost-effective. Rubin and Johnson
(1983) state that, "CaSe management is recommended with
increasing frequency as an approach to caring for multiple needs of
disabled persons, particularly in the context of
deinst it u t ion a li zation. "
From the questionnaires received from clients, the degree of
client satisfaction was evenly divided between "very
satisfied,""satisfied" and "somewhat satisfied. " The overall
concluding result of the findings was that clients participating in
the day treatment program at Ramsey County Mental Health Clinic
thought that family support, day treatment programs, moral
support, mental health therapy and case management services
helped them increase their levels of functioning in becoming
independent.
The survey findings received back from case managers
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indicate that they thought that housing, job training and
transportation were most needed and helpful to clients. Education,
ernployment, relationship bonding, social network systems and
personal day time care attendant were next ranked in order of
services by case managers of Ramsey County Mental Health.
Case managers were in agreement with the clients in that
responses differed somewhat from identifying family and moral
support as the most needed services. Family support networks, day
treatment and case management were ranked as the top of clients'
needs, whereas such functions as help with obtaining financial
assistance, filling out forms, support groups and help with
budgeting were seen as next in the order of needs.
The survey results showed that the both clients with mental
illness and professional case managers recognized the importance
of having on-going contact and a bonding relationship with other
family members of friends. This is supported by the research of
Taylor, Johnson and Huxley (1984) who found that "the levels of
social support available to the nearest relatives of outpatient
schizophrenics are measured in terms of both the structure of
their social networks and the quality of their network
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relationships" (1 984). As stated previously, "Good social
performance in the patient is found with the structural aspect of
the nearest relative's social network, whereas good client
performance in the patient is related to the interactional aspect of
the relative's network" (1 984).
"Professionals should be aware that family organizations are
an important resource in the overall treatment of the chronically
mentally ill and in helping families cope with illness" (Starr,
1986). Starr (1986) further recognized that relatives are the
primary care givers for a large portion of the severely and
chronically mentally ill who are living outside of institutions.
Also, Starr (1986) recognizes that the professionals deal with the
effects and behaviors inherent to mental illness.
ln this study, the client respondents cited case management
services as being important. Case managers felt their clients
required help with filling out forms, budgeting, and help obtaining
financial assistance. ln 1983, Rubin and Johnson (1983)
recommended that case managers should serve to "link the client
to complex service delivery systems . ensuring that the client





Both the client and case manager samples were too small to
be conclusive. This grew out of the fact that the Ramsey County
Day Treatment Center's program is intentionally small. The
Program admits approximately ten to twelve persons at a time. Of
this sample group, several clients either elected not to participate
in the research, did not attend group at the time the research was
conducted, or were dismissed from the group before completing the
survey instrument.
Because of access considerations, the research was
restricted to one unit of case managers in the Ramsey County
Mental Health Clinic. The fact that the survey instrument was
distributed to and collected from unit members by their supervisor
may have contributed to several case managers electing not to
participate in the research.
The questions on the survey instrument were deliberately
broad because there was no way of knowing how sensitive persons
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suffering from mental illness would be to sharing more details
about their personal lives and illness. There also was concern
about whether or not this population could complete a more
Complex instrument without comprehensive assistange.
The instrument querying case managers deliberately matched
that of the clients for comparison purposes.
The results would have been more useful had the research
been conducted over several day treatment programs and with case
managers with several different agencies, public and private'
Although limited, the study found that community based
treatment is feasible with the proper support services. As Starr
(1986) indicated, case management services are irnportant to
assisting persons suffering from mental illness in living
independently in the communitY.
The questionnaire did not specifically inquire about whether
or not case managers provided services to the farnilies of their
clients. We recommend that if services currently are not being
provided to families who serve as support networks, that Ramsey
County Mental Health Clinic consider initiating these as part of the
case management function. For clients who have no family, other
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networks should be found.
Case management training should include information
regarding how to help families and friends develop coping skills
which would help families be more supportive of a family member
who suffers from mental illness-
There should be research to study the gender, racial, cultural
bias and appropriateness of day treatment programs-
Also, there needs to be a study of cultural versus societal
norms, traditions and values as they relate to institutionalization
or home care of relatives who suffer from mental illness. There,
also, needs to be more exploration of the irnpact these norms have
on families and the person who is mentally ill.
A sufficient part of the community based mental health
treatment model is the rehabilitation services provided to clients
in an effort to help develop their socialization skills, independent
living skills, self-medication management, household budgeting,
vocational job training and family networking skills development.
Overall, this new trend in mental health treatment for
persons with mental illness has gained wide support from the
general public. Yet, there are those who still believe, like those
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thinkers years back, that the disease is an evil spirit put upon
these persons by God as a punishment for their wicked ways.
But what is encouraging is that more and more people are
becoming educated about what mental illness is and what it is not.
Furthermore, as stated in this and other research studies, provided
with support, respect and resources, persons with mental illness














Ramsey county community Mental Health clinic
5Zg Jackson Street
Saint Paul , MN 55101
Dear Mr. Jones:
Thomas A. Grace, Ph.D., L-P.
Seni or Cl i ni cal PsYchol og'ist
Ramsey CountY Human Services
TAG: hj
I hereby give you permission to distribute a questionnaire to ten clients at
the Day Treatment' center as part of the research you are doing. As I
mentioned when we spoke,- in* pu.[ic'i pation of the clients needs to be entire'ly





Mtunesotsb Firat Home Eule CountY
prinLd 0n ]tt'ckd pepcr vrth r mrrumum of lll poetonamrcnntent
n
pRo{'EssroNAL suryEY/ casn I{ANAGEI'IENT
CHECK APPROPRIATE ANSWER( S )'
*HAT SUPPORTIVE SERVICES DO YOU FEEL 
CLIENTS WHO SUFFE*
FR'M MENTAL ILLNESS NEED IN ORDER TO LIVE 
INDEPENDENTLY





B. Job Training Education
C. TransPortation
EmploYment




Other (Please state brieflY)
AS CASE T'TANAGER f WHAT KINDS OF SERVICES HAVE YOU 
P*OVIDED
FIOST TO YOUR CLIENTS ?
A. Budgeting
B. SuPPort groups








E WHAT HELP DO YOU EXPECT 









Other (Please state briefly)





C. Somewhat satis fied
D. Not satisfied











CHECK APPROPRIATE ANSWER ( S ) .
I. YOU ARE CURRENTLY:
S ingl e
Separated
II. YOU HAVE CONTACT WITH:





























YOUR CURRENT LIVING ARRANGEMENT?
Alone in own ( ) apartment ( ) house
With partner
Wit,h parent(s)
With ( ) brother ( ) sister
With friends
Board and care housing
Rule 36 facility
Other ( explain )



























VI . WHICH SERVICES HAVE YOU RECEIVED 






Hetp trith obtaining financial assistance
Help with filling out forms
TheraPY ( ) or counseling ( )
Other ( exPIa j-n )
VII. How sATrsFrED WERE you wrrH THE 
sERvrcEs you RECETVED FRot"l













1 Group : The clients and therapists in group therapy. The psychotherapeutic session of the day
treatment.
a. group material : The teelings and behavior which gets us in trouble'
b. grouping : Dealing with 'group material' outside of 'group"
2.Working:Dealingopenlyandhonestlywithourownleelingsandbehaviorandgiving
'leedback' to others in the group.
3. Feedback : Letting others in the group l(now what we understand trom what they do and say'
Feedback is most effective given in the lirst person'
a. confronting : Telling others what we think and leel about their behavior.
b. being a minor : Showing another how they appear to others'
4. Rescuing : Helping another avoid their reelings by suggestin-g-a1-"-":y^I1ry.ulol conflicts'
rnis Jrro-uro oe ivoioeo. 
'AovicJiJ 
6ttereo onl! as'a srig.-gestion, and abcepted only with lull
responsibilitY.
5. Looking at it : Accepting leedback and seeing our part ln how we behave and leel.
5. Getting in touch with teelings : Recognizing our leelings as they are being angry' sad' hurt
etc., and learning how it leels.
7. Stuffing : A way of avoiding feelings by not recognizing or remembering them'
8. Processing : The way we understand what someone else says or does; interpreting.
a Fautty processing : To understand something other than what is said or done'
b. To process : To go over how we have intetpreted something'
9. Checking it out : Making sure what we understand is in fact u,hat the other means.
10. Reporting accurately : Telling others what and. how wE leel and behave without delensiveness- 
or frying io iustily oJrselves. ielling iust how it is ' good or bad'
11. Fessing up : A form ol reporting accurately, even those parts ol our teelings and behavior
which are shaming or embanassing.
12. Bullshit : 'Horse pucky'- not rePorting accurately.
13. Orvning : Admitting not only our behavior, but our feelings and inlentions and taking tull
responsibility lor them.
14. Being sick : Away ol not owning what we do to ourselves. To see emotional problems as
beyo-nd our control. Sick people need doctors to cure them'
15. wooden leg : A handicap which gives us a reason, i.e. , an excuse, not to change'
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16. Playing games : To do something with a hidden motive.
a. Vibe sucking : Try to get someone's attention without asking lor it.
b. yah, But : The game played when pretending to ask lor advice, then giving excuses tor not
taiing it (the ga;e tnai w6 Oo is not really wanting the advice but wanting sympathy).
17. Ruminating : Bringing up and going over bad things that happened in the past, which are
emotionally charged.
a. Bag of shit : Those bad experiences from the past which we hold on to and store.
b. shit list : A list ol what is canied'in the bag of shit'. This can help us in 'looking at it'.
18. Fantasizing : Going over bad things that we think are going to happen to us in the tuture.- 
Fantasizin[ disaster-lbetieve withoul evidence that something won't work out; in contrast to
'tantasy" inich is woiking out how we might deal with a problem).
19. Bunning tapes : Habitual patterns of 'rumination' and 'fantElsizing'.
20. Staying in the here and now : Being aware.ol what is.happening and what we are doing and
teetingf in the present, i.e., listening' responding, planning' doing' etc.
21, Being assertive : Expressing what we want appropriately.
22. Being derensive I Reacting to a lantasized threat trom another.
23. Being aggressive : Trying to get what we want without regard for the rights and needs ol
others.
24. passive-Aggressive : Trying to get what we want without regard tor the rights anc, needs ol
others; without owning that we want it.
25. Being unassertive : Not asking lor or asserting ourselves aboutwhatwe want.
26. Dealing with anger appropriately : Owning our anger and then dealing with the physical ellects
o, the emotion.
27. Letting anger out sideways, - displacing anger : Expressing stuffed anger against a substitute
obiect or plrson - not dealing with or recognizing the real anger.
28. Selt-deteating behavior : Behavior which does not get us what we want.
29. Avoiding : Ways ol not looking at our problems and leelings, i.e.' wrapping up with the phrase
'l had a pretty good day.'
30. Anxiety : Fear of a ,antasized object - spiralling anxiety is brought about by being afraid ol
anxiety.
31. Taking risks : Allowing ourselves to be vulnerable.
32. Taking responsibility : What we do, we do to ourselves, owning the eflecls of our actions on
otherq noi giving the responsibility for our lives to someone else.
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DAY TREATHENT "TOOLS"
Use of humor, "lightening up".
Red fl aggi ng thoughts, f€ei i ngs, behavi or, si tuati ons, etc,
Staying in the "here and novt"..
Bei ng aware of feel'i ngs, physi cal and emoti onal ; not bei ng af rai d
of feel i ngs -
Identifying thoughts, tapes, beliefs that precede feelings or behaviors
that are sel f-defeati ng.
"Check'ing it out"'vrith others.
l
Chal l engi ng bel'ief s suc.h as El l i i' -irati onal i deas .
Using responsi bility .circle.
"Fessi ng upl'.
Accepting (even asking for) feedback and'"look'i ng at it".
.Learni ng i nti ma.cy, f ri endsni p., emp athy .
Learning +nd' changing cognitive errors.
Acting and speak'ing assertively.
:'
I'legoti ati ng compromi se.
..:Taking care ofi business "Do it".
Taki ng appropri ate. ri sks
Pos'iti ve f antasi zi ng, g'i vi ng sel f credi t, sel f aff i rmati ons .
. Setting realistic, positive, concrete goa1s. idEntify what we want' anq map how to get there
Understanding we're ngi unique
Hope from oth.ers' grouAh and change.
Bui I di ng support' systems, not i sol at'ing.
Doing "shit Iists" and "1etting go" of old'angers.


































Learni ng rel axati on.
Anxi ety exerci se.
Inrportance of routine, structure in life.
Positive benefits of exercise, physical activity.
I4ak'i ng new tapes,
Act "as if", say I'rev up"
I'laki ng .choi ces us'ing i ntel I ect over
emoti on
Gi vi ng and accepti ng comp-i'iments.
Change what we can, "let go" the rest.
Express anger di rect'ly, don ' t stoke i t .
Apoi ogi ze, acknowi edge mi stakes.
,Ir
Learn i'mportance of"second fear", in anx'i Bty, insolnnia, pirysical
illness,'pain, anger.
.Ur" awareness wheel f or commun'icati on, understandi ng, i nti macy.
Reiy'i ng on ourselves to io things we are capable.of doing.
Appropri ately use and understand prescri bed medi cati ons.
Understand effects of drugs on mood and behavior.
Taking responsibiiity for our behavior, feelings and intent'i ons.
Havi ng fun.
.Maki ng 'r I I' statements . -
Ro,r^rD.AA.r E S


























































































































































































































































wclcome to the Ramsey county Mental Hcalth clinic. we hope that we can be of 
assisance
to you.
Bywayof inuoduction, wc want o-prgvi 9.yo9 with a.very brief summary 
of the laws and
*i.t iriui *iil govern your Mcntal Fiealth Clinic rccords'
Ihe information we obtain from you will be used to esublish a diagnosis, determine 
your tearnent goals
ffi;fi;;'.rd i;i-riai tr,. ;ffi;fffi;iitt. ny g1""atioi will also be used to csmblish vour
abiliw to pav for these servrcei ot "oitlct 
ttitirUursement for services from third pany payors such as
ilrili#"1?fi;;ii,1, rrai.iila"f5rir-*.1, i,..- No one is denied service because of inabilitv to prv.
You are not rcquired to provide information about yourself; however. without 
it we may not be able to
orovidc aooroprio," *"*"n,]-Ii;;;'i;Gi,s" of acoun order and you refuse to provide
informati6ir, tirat rcfusal may be communicated to the coun'
The data we collect about you will be classified as either Private or Confidential by Minnesota 
or Federal
Law. You may view this data if you make a rcquest'
Somc of the information we maintain about you may bc shared with other agencies or 
individuals only
under the following circumstances:
a- If you sigr a consent form for release of this information'
b. If it is coun ordercd.
;: F";;tti""tion of records by an audit or for accreditation'
I. lii*, i"ii"";;t within this Ciinic whose work assignmen5 require alc-::st -----
e. To communi"", Vo*.onOIonio "T",,ify -.mbEr 
or other al:propriate persons in the event of
an emergency.
f. rd i6idtTi ti" Child Abuse and Vulnerable AdJIt Abusc Repo-ning Laws' . ..
e. To obuin reimUorr"ii.nlt-t1.ugf, OJ nerinue necapture Aci if your account is delinquent'
f,. to p-ria" summary or non-identifying statistical data'
Minnesota State Law authorizes that minors have the right to requcst that private data about 
them be kept
from their parents.
If you feel that any information about you is inaccuratc or incompletc, you may filc a lencr of 
dislgrcement'
PLEASE SIGN TO INDICATE THAT YOU HAVE READ THIS FORM:
DATEWTTNESS (IF NECESSARI)












IHRENT PSYCTI IATB IC MED ICATIOHS:
ENTAL HEALTH HISTORY:
I'BSTANCE USE:
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.*, t\
ITEhITAL STATUS EXNTT CHECKUS I
llient's Name P#
TPPEARAHFE:
,hysically unkempt, urclean - - -
)lolhingdisheveled,dirty- - - '
)lothing atypical, unusual, bizane -
Jnusual physical characteristics - -




RigitJ,lgnsg - - - - - - -
Atypical,inappropriate - - - -
FqFial Expression SuggestE
Aruiety, fear, apprehension - - -
Depression,Badness- - - - -
fuiger,hostility- - - - - - -
Decreased variability of expression -
Bhaneness, inappropriateness - -
General Body Movemenls
Aocelerated, increased speed
Decreased,slowed - - -
Atypical, pearliar, inappropriate
Bgslless, lirJgety - - - -
AnFlitude and Orralitv of Sneech
lrrrgasgd,hud - - - - - -
Decreased,Blowed - - - - -
Atlpicelqrality, sluning, stammer -
CliFnf-Therapist Helationship
Domineering-----
Submissive, orrerly compliant- -
Ppvocativg------
Sttsphious------
Uncoopelativo- r r ! - -










































nired ability to manage activities ol
dailyliving r - - - ' -
nired ability lo make reasonable









realization or depersonal izat ion
icijal iJeation
micllal Ueation -
bsions - - -
ras ol relerence -
as of inlluence -
EECh
sociational distuhance - - -
urghUspeech llow decreased - -
urgtrUspeech fhw increased - -
,'OMiiEHTS HE: THINKING: I
Pt EASE CHECK APPROPRIATE FOXES BELOW:
Psych Testing
PsychConsuttation- - - -
Srtbslance Abuse Assessment - -
Harological Exam- - -
OtherMedical Ralenal- - - - -



















appropriate to thought content -
creased labiltty of aflect - -
unted, absent, unvarying ' -
ryhoria, elation - -
rger, hostility - -
,ar, aruiety, apprehension
epression, sadness -
redominant mood is: ,


























)ther type of hallucinations
)OMMENTS HE: PERCEPTION: I
HINKING:
rtellectu al Funclion ing (Alertness)
nrpaired level of coruciousness
npaired attention span -
npaired abstraet thinking -
npaired calrulation ability -
rpairedintelligencB - - -
)rientation
)isoriented to person
)isoriented to place -
)isoriented to time -
lghH-(Attiilde toward symPtoms)
Dtffiorlty in acknowledging presence ol
psycfrologital problems - - -
llctly blames cthers lor cirumstances































ppropriate to thought content -
;reased lability ol affecl - -
rnted, absent, unvarying - -
phoria,elation- - - -
ger,hostility - - - - - '
ar, auiety, apprehension - - -
rpression,sadness - - -
#ominant nrood is: -, 















;her ffie of hallucinations
;OMMENTS RE: PERCEPTION: I
{IHKING:
tell ectu a I Func{ ion ino, (Alertness )
paired level of consciousness
paired attention span - -
npaired abslraa thinking -
rpaired calculation ability -
rpaired intelligence - - -
,rienlation
isoriented to person
isorieilted to place -
isoriented to time -
Eifl(AttiMe toward symptoms)
ritfEnlty in ackrnwledging presence of
psycfrologiml proHems - - -
losttty blarnes dhers lor cirsrmstances





















propriate to ttrcught corrtent -
lased lability ol aflecl - '





dominarrt rnood is: , .































ler tlpe ol hallucinatkrns
OMMENTS HE: PERCEPTION: I
{INKING:
lelleetual Func{ionino (Alertness}
rpaired level ol corsciousness
paired attentbn span - -
paird abstrast thinking -
rpaired calrulation abil'ttY -
rpairedintelligenc€ - - -
trientation
)isorieriled to person
)isoriented to place -
lisorieniled to time -
ufigtr-{ Attitude toward sympto ms )
)iffrulty in ackrpwledging presence ol
psycfnlog'ral proHems - - -
{octty blames cilhers lor circumstances
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